
Spring Term 2 6

Underline the parenthesis in this sentence. 
More than 300,000 dominoes were knocked down in 
one domino rally - a new world record - by a man 
from China.

a

Write these homophone words in 
the correct sentences:

knead      need

The baker began to     
the dough.

Without a doubt, I     a 
new tablet for my birthday.

c Mr Whoops has got in a terrible 
muddle adding the suffixes ‘-ance’ 
and ‘-ence’. Can you help him?

brilliant    

confident    

d

Tick the sentence written in Standard English.

Velma seen her friends at the 
shopping centre.

I been to the restaurant with my parents.

I sang with the school choir in 
the concert.

bWhat does the root word cent mean in the word family 
below?  Tick one:

  percentage     centimetre     century

 breaking down into parts

 a hundred

 mathematical

 in a group

f

Tick all the sentences where 
‘until’ is used as a conjunction.

Until sunset, the children 
played out in the garden.

Until she became our reigning 
monarch, The 
Queen was known 
as Princess 
Elizabeth.

e
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Underline the parenthesis in this sentence. 
More than 300,000 dominoes were knocked down in 
one domino rally - a new world record - by a man 
from China.

a

Write these homophone words in 
the correct sentences:

knead      need

The baker began to  knead  
the dough.

Without a doubt, I    need  a 
new tablet for my birthday.

c Mr Whoops has got in a terrible 
muddle adding the suffixes ‘-ance’ 
and ‘-ence’. Can you help him?

brilliant    brilliance 

confident    confidence 

d

Tick the sentence written in Standard English.

Velma seen her friends at the 
shopping centre.

I been to the restaurant with my parents.

I sang with the school choir in 
the concert.

b

Tick all the sentences where 
‘until’ is used as a conjunction.

Until sunset, the children 
played out in the garden.

Until she became our reigning 
monarch, The 
Queen was known 
as Princess 
Elizabeth.

e

What does the root word cent mean in the word family 
below?  Tick one:

  percentage     centimetre     century

 breaking down into parts

 a hundred

 mathematical

 in a group

f
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Add dashes around the 
parenthesis in this sentence. 
More than 300,000 dominoes were 
knocked down in one domino 
rally a new world record 
by a man from China.

a Write these homophone words in 
the correct sentences:

draught     draft

The was a strong     
coming through the open window. 
 
The student wasn’t happy with the 
first     of the assignment 
so he began to edit it.

b Tick all the sentences where 
‘until’ is used as a conjunction.

Until sunset, the children 
played out in the garden.

Until she became 
our reigning 
monarch, The Queen 
was known as 
Princess Elizabeth.

Roald Dahl was the best-selling 
children’s author until his sales 
were overtaken by J.K. Rowling.

c

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible 
muddle adding the suffixes ‘-ance’ 
and ‘-ence’. Can you help him?

brilliant    

confident    

tolerant    

d

Write out the sentences again using correct 
Standard English.

Velma seen her friends at the shopping centre.

                 

I been to the restaurant with my parents.

                 

f
What does the root word cent mean in the word family 
below?  Tick one:  percentage     centimetre     century

 breaking down into parts

 a hundred

 mathematical

 in a group

Can you think of another word 
that belong in the same word family?     

e
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Add dashes around the 
parenthesis in this sentence. 
More than 300,000 dominoes were 
knocked down in one domino 
rally - a new world record - 
by a man from China.

a Write these homophone words in 
the correct sentences:

draught     draft

The was a strong      draught  
coming through the open window. 
 
The student wasn’t happy with the 
first     draft  of assignment so 
he began to edit it.

b Tick all the sentences where 
‘until’ is used as a conjunction.

Until sunset, the children 
played out in the garden.

Until she became 
our reigning 
monarch, The Queen 
was known as 
Princess Elizabeth.

Roald Dahl was the best-selling 
children’s author until his sales 
were overtaken by J.K. Rowling.

c

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible 
muddle adding the suffixes ‘-ance’ 
and ‘-ence’. Can you help him?

brilliant    brilliance 

confident    confidence 

tolerant    tolerance  

d

Write out the sentences again using correct 
Standard English.

Velma saw/has seen her friends at the 
shopping centre.

I have been/went to the restaurant with 
my parents.

f
What does the root word cent mean in the word family 
below?  Tick one:  percentage     centimetre     century

 breaking down into parts

 a hundred

 mathematical

 in a group

Can you think of another word 
that belong in the same word family?     

e
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Add appropriate punctuation around 
the parenthesis in this sentence.

More than 300,000 dominoes were 
knocked down in one domino rally a new 
world record by a man from China.

a

Can you use these two homophone 
words accurately in two 
separate sentences?

1.  (draught)      

        

2.  (draft)       

        

d

Decide whether ‘until’ is being used 
as a preposition or a conjunction in the 
following sentences.

Until sunset, the children played out in 
the garden.       

Until she became our reigning monarch, 
The Queen was known as Princess 
Elizabeth.       

Roald Dahl was the best-selling children’s 
author until his sales were overtaken by 
J.K. Rowling.       

cMr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle 
adding the suffixes ‘-ance’ and ‘-ence’. 
Can you help him?

brilliant    

confident    

tolerant    

Now, use one of the words you have 
created in a relative clause sentence.

         

         

b

Write out the sentences again using Standard English.

Velma seen her friends at the shopping centre.

                 

I been to the restaurant with my parents.

                 

I catched a cold from my little brother.

                 

f

What does the root word cent mean in the word family below? 
Tick one:  percentage     centimetre     century

 breaking down into parts 
 a hundred 

 mathematical 
 in a group

Can you think of two more words      
that belong in the same word family?    

e
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More than 300,000 dominoes were 
knocked down in one domino rally - a 
new world record - by a man from China. 

Accept brackets, dashes or commas.

a

Accept two separate sentences 
where ‘draught’ and ‘draft’ are used 
appropriately, e.g.  The was a strong 
draught coming through the open 
window. and The student wasn’t happy 
with the first draft of assignment so he 
began to edit it.

d

Decide whether ‘until’ is being used 
as a preposition or a conjunction in the 
following sentences.

Until sunset, the children played out in 
the garden.       preposition 

Until she became our reigning monarch, 
The Queen was known as Princess 
Elizabeth.       conjunction 

Roald Dahl was the best-selling children’s 
author until his sales were overtaken by 
J.K. Rowling.       conjunction 

cMr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle 
adding the suffixes ‘-ance’ and ‘-ence’. 
Can you help him?

e.g. brilliance/confidence /tolerance

Now, use one of the words you have 
created in a relative clause sentence.

e.g. The star striker, who was short on 
confidence, put the penalty over the 
crossbar.

b

Write out the sentences again using Standard English.

Velma saw/has seen her friends at the shopping centre.

I have been/went to the restaurant with my parents.

I caught a cold from my little brother.

f

What does the root word cent mean in the word family below? 
Tick one:  percentage     centimetre     century

 breaking down into parts 
 a hundred 

 mathematical 
 in a group

Can you think of two more words  e.g. centilitre, centurion,  
that belong in the same word family?  century, percent. 

e


